


MEDITATIONS AND PRAYERS

Week of May 30th through June 5th

Meditation..........A man’s discovery of his true self is
when he lives no longer on the surface, 
but from within and becomes a fellow- 
worker with God.

Prayer.............. "God of my life, may I walk with Thee,
each day, each hour I May the sense of
my relationship with Thee fill me with 
a saving self-respect. May my life be as 
glorious as my relationship and all my 
work show its dedication to Thee.M

Week of June 6th through June ISth

Meditation..........Whatever else passes away.God will - re
main, and the Spirit thz t is the 111" in 
every man. Our deeds now are the seed - 
corn of eternity. Each single act is a 
part of that seed. Each day adds to the 
planting. We must ask ourselves, "will 
the harvest be acceptable to Him?M

Prayer.............. "Eternal God, help me to enter into some
experience of the power of the endless 
life. May that realization give me faith 
and endurance. May I sow as one who is 
sure of his seed and ready to garner the 
harvest.n

Week of June 13th through June 19th

Meditation..........God is a tranquil Being and abides in a
tranquil eternity. So must our spirits 
become tranquil as a summer day.

Prayer.............. "Serene and Wondrous One, may I appreci
ate the blessing of Thy summer-time. May 
the beauty of the countryside awaken a
yearning for the Beauty of holiness! May 
the tranquility of my life reflect Thee.

Week of June cOth through June L6th

Meditation.........."The chief pang of most trials is not
so much the actual suffering in itself, 
as our own spirit of resistance to it."

Prayer.............. "My loving Lord, help me to meet the un
welcome and the unpalatable in the spirit
of quietness and strength."
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’’Stayed upon God 
Hearts are fully blessed 
Finding, as he promised 
Perfect peace and. rest.”

rious problem of the present 
time is a condition of •-strained, 
tense nerves which brings as its 
inevitable result, a wide variety 
of complaints. Relaxation is an 
essential of the harmonious, bal
anced life, but it is not always 
recognized that the same laws 
that render a relaxation of the 
physical body necessary are be
hind an equal necessity for soul 
relaxation.

Created and sent 
Universal ethers, 
a reaction accord

ing to its nature.

Higher Power, 
out into ••the 
prayer brings

Prayer based upon Self, con
cerned solely with Self, is self- 
restricted, it is circumscribed 
by the boundaries of self and 
thus cannot release the soul 
from self-imposed tension.

means of relaxing the 
are generally known, 
all are as fully ac- 

with the fact that 
the simple medium of 
the needed relaxation 

can be accomplished, 
given consider- 
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of soul
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value it is felt, 
further comment. To

When in a spirit 
ciation, a prayer is 
into the Infinite) not a 
er ’for’ but a prayer ’of' 
for some personal favor,
of faith, of 
ring of tension
need 
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pressed into

the ages is com- 
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its purpose, prayer must be by the Master "Hot my will,
understandingly used. but thine be done.” It is the

prayer accompanied by that
Thought, we are taught in the statement, offered in that
very beginning of metaphysical spirit, that rises on the wings
study, is a form of 
words are another form 
same energy; combined 
can create a third form,, 
or expressed attunenent

energy; of freedom to the Highest,
of the opening a channel for the flow 

they of Universal Poise and Calm
.prayer, into the soul.
with a Sri Veritus.
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The world needs faith 
and courage as never 
before, °nd above
all the vision tbntL____
cones with the absolute 
dence in God. We are now
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Composer. 
Director. 
Characters 

/i Scene....
con.fi-
facing

a critical time in domestic and 
world .affairs, and each one 
should make himself ready as far 
as possible tc become a light- 
barer to those in the darkness 
of discouragement and despair, 
be all need that sure and strong 
foundation of faith which will 
make us not leaners or laggards 
but the vanguard in the march 
onward. Make yourself ready, 
study, ready,, meditate.

The bpiritual wisdom of the ages 
is open and waiting for seeking 
souls; that wisdom whica has given 
the:. Vision, without which the 
people would have perished and 
civilization gone down to arise 
no more. To you who sincerely 
desire the light, a thousand 
unseen hands reach down to help 
y^u, and you are made more and 
:ore receptive in the Silence to 
c^tch the wisdom of higher realms.

Study, read, meditate and seek 
amcstly. overy teacher and 

leader has done this before you, 
spending long hours, days,weeks, 

nths, and sometimes years in 
study, that they night better im
port tc others the knowledge, the 
ideals, that comes to them in 
silence and meditation.

Of all opportunities open to. men 
arid'women, I doubt if there is 
any which gives such Joy,and sat
isfaction *s feeling and knowing 
that you have helped some soul 
a step forward on the path be
cause of your perseJveTcnpg and 
loyalty.

Barbara Hoininger,F.M.B.

Lu'f£____ dl
..... God

Master Jesus 
. . . Mankind 
, .The World

The curtain rises, the great 
Director steps forth. All eyes 
are fixed upon Him. He looks 
deep into their souls. They are 
filled with a sublime inspiration 
to perform their duties in a noble 
manner. The Master raises His 
baton and with the first signal 
they burst forth in one grand ac
cord. The overture is beautiful-
then------something seems to go
WTong. One by one the players 
cease to follow’ the Director. 
Each is intent upon his own play
ing* tries to be heard above all 
others until all seems to be 
discord, confusion, chaos! Those 
who become so much worse than 
others are sent ’’behind the cur
tains” to await the dawn of a 
new Day-whore they will be given 
a chance to remember to forget 
self! The Master Is filled with 
compassion for those who refude 
His directing. Then as He hears 
above th^ir din rand discord the 
clear sweet notes of the few who 
have not failed Him, He knows His 
labor has not been in vain 
ahd that when the others h'ove 
learned their lessons they will 
once again seek harmonious ex
pressions and take their places 
in His glorious ” By aphony of 
Life.”

May Cornwell, F.M.B.

-‘•hose well beloved pass one by 
one into eternal day,

While I bewildered here alone 
walk on may we^ry way;

My heart must fill with faith and 
hope1 to crowd out every sorrow 
That I may reap in God’s good 
time the gladness of tomorrow.

Lenna Odson, F.M.B.
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To the doer of every- 
man, at sometime or 
other, Trouble, the t t ®  
gric, tern lying ̂  
guest comes with offerings in each 
hand. Generally we are in such 
haste to be rid of him, we sec- 
only the things which are proffer
ed first...the fears, the griefs, 
the worry and weakness. We see 
these being forced upon us,(an im
pression which the material aind 
has created,) so we accept, as 
if it were fatality, thinking 
then to be rid of our unwelcome 
guest. But, rebuffed though 
he is in the ignoring of his 
other gifts, ' Trouble lingers on, 
waiting for us to see that he has 
So..16thing else for us. Silently
he holds then forth....... ..his
treasures.... fortitude,patience,
self-control, sympathy, faith.

unc by one let us take then from 
his hand...Fortitude....he^utiful 
in its strength.> °dorned with it 
we bear pain without murmuring, 
Sorrow without despondency. As 
if a magic talisman it endows us 
with resolute endurance, protects 
nnd supports us, for as someone 
has said...’’Fortitude is the 
■gu-ard and support of the other 
virtues.”

Then let us tnk^ to ourselves.,. 
Patience.,..simple, unobtrusive, 
it will never dazzle the eyes of 
friends,or strangers,but all whom 
we encounter in the intercourses 
of c^ily life will know that it 
glows cuiitly within our hearts, 
•:nd tn-.y will find sweet comfort 
in the radiance that reaches them, 
it will impart an awareness of 
cal., self-possession,an: assurance 
J  quiCt persistence in the tasks 
that- lie at -hand.

(r.• • 1 ) 'r-Orrl i f  t11 lUJWr -1/ 1
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Self-control, yes, 
to___

let us take

this wonderful gift, 
although we must 
constantly watch ever 
it. If Trouble

brought no'other good, it could 
never be without the opportunity 
to control our tendency tcresont- 
nent and self-pity. Proudly, 
self-control sets upon us the 
mark of a true nan; no-no of the 
weight of our struggles and temp
tations fall on the shoulders of 
these -about us wrhen wre guard this 
gift: , it removes from us the 
after-regrets of an outburst of 
tamper, an impatient grumble, an 
irritated r tort. It leaves with 
us a gracious sense of peace.

What more endearing cu-’lity cculd 
we add to our lives than Sympa thy ? 
Though our own hearts be sad with
in, to see the need of others and 
let cheer go out to then....that
is the essence of virtue.A kindly 
presence, considerate words......
that intangible,but most helpfully
felt,vibration of knowing...... of
understanding..because we too have
gone through a. Dark Vallay.... as
the lustre of a pearl Will 
Sympathy reveals its loveliness.

Deep within each of us is a long
ing for the gift of Faith, for we 
s<~nse, with a faculty unhampered 
by material doubts, that here we 
will find true rest. With con
fidence complete in the certainty 
of the unalterable goodness cf the 
Creator and the.reliability cf his 
Law's, wr meet undaunted all seem
ing out^r appearance to the con
trary. ’’The conviction' of thins 
not seen”....how good it is to 
find that in the hand of Trouble.

The appearance of our unwanted 
guest changes....here is not one 
to be despised...here is a friend 
when we accept him as such,
_______________ ________ a3
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and spiritual light - a 

unseen presence.

„ „ T  K  oo R  Vv'here nany say and so v;e 
deeper rest to this still roo a, for here 

feels less the outer world1s control, and

is sunlight, moonlight, 
place filled with harmony,

silence multiplied by these still forms

find it nell 
the habit of 

from the 
side. the worldon every ,

which tine and sense have known falls off and leaves us-uod alone.”

Here God looks at me fro.:: my lovely plants - He speaks to r.ie 
fro:a the beauty of inanimate objects - He ouickens my spirit 
with Divine vibrations of Infinite Love.

May all who enter the Upper Room go forth refreshed, imbued 
with a Something - they had not upon entering; a 'feeling 
they have had a brief contact with the outer rin of Reality.

Suspended 
are the 
very soul 
harmonies

in
unseen

Re-
though

We feel this"article"'is de
serving of special mention 
because it exemplifies the 
spirit which rises strong 
and beautiful above all
material sacrifices. The
writer’s hone for nany 
years,spafcious and lovely, 
could no longer be main
tained due to present con
ditions. ... one room, on an
upper floor became her

Shone. How she transfeered 
there, beauty that exacts 
the soul is told in her 
’’Upper Room.”

Four windows (4 
tion) give an
of the heavens 
far, far away, 
holy vibrations 
fill the Upper

”0 God of ‘my
than my conpre- 
before Thee in
From sunrise to
the hours that 
I ever be conscious of Thy Divine Presence in 
and doing - as the swift seasons roll nay I gr 
standing of Thy Divine Life - Love- Light.”

the atmosphere 
words from my
veal Thy mighty 
me.11

souare comple —  
extended view 
and earth seems
Each day the
of this ‘prayer 
Room.

heart, .greater 
hension, I bow
deep adoration, 
sunset and all
lie between, may 
all ry thinking 

in greater under-

May the 'door of my soul be flung wide that an extension of 
consciousness may enter. May I realize to a fuller extent . 
’’The tissue of the life to be,we weave with colors all our own 
and in the Field of Destiny, we reap as we have sown.”

This glorious spring season we see the evidence of the 'Great 
Life Force manifesting in all Nature as it has been manifest
ing in us from tiny babes to the full stature of the human 
being - no one understands what that Life Force is nor how 
it operates ”We are animated mysteries and indeed bow ”in 
deep adoration to the Mystery Creator back of it All. 
’’The things of the spirit must be spiritually understood.” 
And the great Spirit patiently awaits the awakening of our 
souls.

Lillian C. Carter, F.M.B.



In a far country 
dwelt a nan who had not 
a care. His face broke
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’’This is worthless,” 
he exclained indig- 

I nantly. ”In ny bus-
readily into a smile, I must have
yet people • noticed that he remain
ed calm and serene during every 
trial. While he was not wealthy, 
he seemed to have plenty and 
apparently desired no more.

It was rumored that he possessed 
a mysterious secret of the alchem
ists by which one nay obtain 
wealth and power. One day a cou
rageous neighbor asked him about 
it, he answered that his secret 
was a creed for obtaining hap
piness.

This was repeated many tines and 
grew fat in the telling, and 
finally the report spread afar 
that the nan indeed was possessed 
of a magic formula that wouftd 
bring all things to anyone who 
understood.

A millionaire offered him a fabu
lous sum. ”1 need it badly in 
my business,” he explained, "for 
I desire millions *nd more mil
lions and more millions added to 
other millions.”

A philosopher offered books that 
contained all the wirdom. of the 
earth compared and contrasted.

statistics and facts, and not 
silly theories.I lost half a mil
lion last week on the exchange.”

The philosopher adjusted his 
spectacles and studied the 
scroll. "It is not practical,” he 
announced. "It does not belong to 
any accepted school of philosophy, 
and is based on a visionary 
theory that cannot work.”

The laborer read with wrinkled 
brow. "I can’t see wh^re it will 
make me any money,” he said, 
are getting ready for a 
strike, and this ’love 
neighbor’ stuff is out.”

Illfrwe
big

your

An old nan tottered forward. His 
legs were twisted, and he walked 
with a cane.His face was wrinkled 
and lined, yet it bore the 
serenity that comes with age and 
suffering. He read the scroll 
with dim eyes, then he looked 
down at the ground.

"It is true,” he murmured. ”¥es, 
it is indeed a magic formula. I 
understand, for I have learned 
many things in the hard school of 
life.”

A toiler offered ten years of 
service.

The nan smiled and shook his head 
”The creed for happiness cannot be 
bought or sold,” he told them."It 
must be found and not purchased, 
for it is beyond price,”

One day a neighbor discovered a 
worn and yellow scroll fastened 
to his door. Evidently it had 
been there nany years, but none 
happened to notice it. The mil
lionaire was the first to read.

Ho that it might not be forgotten, 
the old nan wrote it down and 
gave it to his children's child
ren, and this is. the creed as '.he 
wrote it:

”1 shall begin each morning un
afraid, and shall seek the wonder
ful gift that the day will bring 
to me. I shall be guided by in
telligence rather than beliefs 
and shall s:ek Truth and ignore 
no fact* I shall control my 
thoughts and guide them into the

Continued on page 6.
fix 5



Continued from page 5

highest realm, ^nd shall hold ny 
cherished ambitions and sacred 
ideals uppermost in mind.

"Thoughout the day I shall enjoy 
the beauty of ny surroundings. I 
shall glory in ny associations, 
and aspire to the exaltation that 
comes with love of God, which is 
the love of Mankind.

1 shall forgive freely before 
forgiveness is asked. I shall 
harbor ill thoughts toward none, 
1 shall fulfill every trust. I 
shall remain poised and serene 
in every test, and face each 
emergency without fear.

"I shall be friendly and courteous 
toward all. To ne each day will 
be ^ne of kindly deeds and un
selfish service. I shall meet all 
in the spirit of affection,and to 
those who ask of me I shall turn 
nut away.

f,I shall obey those in authority 
whenever possible, and shall give 
loyalty to all to whom loyalty 
is due. I shall be clean in 
body, action and thought. I shall., 
revere ru;y God and have the utmost 
respect for the convictions of 
otiers.

”Tc obtain the most from life, I 
shall give ny best. At all tines 
will I enthrone service and eli
minate the motive of gain. I 
shall perform each task cheer
fully, and I shall build and not 
destroy.

’’And so will I cone to the end of 
each day with the satisfaction 
brought by service, serenity, 
kindness and love. I shall goto 
L:y rest with the pe^ce that cones 
fron untroubled nind and the mem
ory of tasks well done."

May we remind you again that ex
cept when special reasons make it 
advisable, the personal letter^ 
fron thp teacher will be enclosed 
with the weekly lecture or chat. 
Be sure therefore, to open your 
lesson when it is received, in 
order tĥ »t your prrsonal commun
ication nay be road without delay.. 
The lesson of course, is to be 
reserved for the usual study 
period.

n & d i d
Occasionally students will iiouire 
about giving their lessons to 
other individuals, not members of 
the Brotherhood, to read. The 
Brotherhood does not approve this 
practice,for several reasons; al
though we make no demands of our 
students regarding th^ir material. 
Attempts to study in this way, 
(even groups of lesson in con
secutive order,) does not give the 
student the advantage of a person
ally arranged program, suited to 
their individual needs, according 
to their stage of development as 
recognized by an assigned Teacher 
here. They also lack the direc
tion that is given through the 
personal correspondence, they do 
not receive the explanations, the 
encouragement and the other help 
that the Teacher offers so freely. 
Misinterpretations nay not bn 
straightened out; complete under
standing of certain basic tenets 
may not be obtained before going 
on to others, when the lessons 
are taken up as something apart 
from the direct contact with the 
Brotherhood. Then, further, the 
participation in the fellowship 
of the work is missed,the attune- 
nent with the Group Soul which 
means so much in the work. For 
these reasons therefore, we sug
gest when someone expresses an 
interest in the lessons, they be 
told how they nay make the direct 
contact, or if it is wished, we 
will be glad to contact them, 
upon recommendation and request.
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ART 01 HEALING: Fifteen chats setting forth in condensed, outline
the treatment methods of successful practitioners............ £'1.50

ATLANTIC ANL LEMURIA: Thirty fascinating chats on the Lost Conti-
nents^the origin ana distribution of the races. Illustrr ted..£?.00

'ECTED TRUTH ARTICLES: TwenLy-five chats including over twice
t.iat number of inspiring messages, selected for their outstanding
merit from thousands of truth talks........................... £2.50

MARCH OF THE AVATARS: Twenty-five chats covering the history and
philosophy of the great Mystery leaders, Krishna, Foraster, 
Quetzalcoatl, Greek, Roman, Nordic gods and many others..... #2.00

P0V/ER NAI MS: Eleven vitcl chats cased on tae Psalm of Power, teaching
how to invoke Divine aid to meet all needs. Clear, concise direc
tions for the solution of your problems............... ....... £'1.00

PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY: I ourteen chats explaining what psychology can
accomplish for you personally in overcoming fear, developing ooise 
and attaining success.......................................... *1.00

PROJECTION: Twelve chats covering all aspects of psychic projection,
the Astral Body, experiences, etc. Invaluable to the student in
terested in this type of training............................. £1 .0f>

PSYCHISM: Ten unusual chats on topics such as Mediumship, Haunted
Houses, Kundalini, Psychic attack, etc........................ £1.00

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: Twenty chats dealing with important occult
questions in a plain, practical way........................... £2.00

A wide range of subjects, in audition to those listed, above, are a- 
vailable in the Faculty Chats. Your Teacher will supply a topical 
outline *upon request. Any ten chats selected may be had for £1.00 
All Chat groups are bound in our Craftsman style.

TREE 01 LIFE: A 8 3/4” by 11 3/4” chart on good quality Bristol 
board paper of this all-inclusive Cabalistic symbol. Gives an in
stant reference to every correspondence of the Tree, many such as 
the Chakras, Egyptian gods, etc., found only in rare and expensive 
volumes. A pleasing sanctum decoration as well as invaluable aid 
to students at all stages of study..".... ...... ..... . .£1.00

TALISMAN CARI3: Symbolic cards to be used with the Power Names..£1.00» /
METRICAL OUTLINE OF THE SEPHIHOTH: An unusual collection of corres

pondencies of the Tree in poetic meter........................ £1.00

TAROT CARDS AND LESSONS: The Brot ‘hood’s Tarot deck in the five suit
colors on glazed-backed Bristol board. With bound lessons giving 
three methods of use and full delineation of all cards, esoteric, 
p ■: J personal. . .£2.50. Cards...£l. 50. Lessons .. .£l. 00

INCENSE: The Brotherhood’s special blend.............. £1.00 per box

Prices above are not fixed. They cover the approximate expense.
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